
ISO 9001
ISO 13485

D5021 - UGO
MAINS POWER FAILURE ALARM

With flashing red LED and buzzer powered by Super Capacitor

<20 MIN 4 MIN. 100.000

Double
color
Led

This innovative device, powered directly from the 230Vac mains, is specifically designed to notify the mains 
power failure. A “ super/capacitor” allows the device to recharge completely in only 4 minutes, providing an 
autonomy of 20 minutes without needing batteries.
The functioning logic is controlled by a micro controller, that provides clear information about the functioning 
status by means of a double colour led and a buzzer.
A strong point of this device is that it does not need any recharge system nor any maintenance or periodical 
battery replacement. All this within a single DIN module dimension.
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Supply
230V AC 

Disable

IN +24Vdc

OUT max 30mA
Provided with an “electronic contact” for “status report” or to detect another device 

malfunctioning [see below]

The jumper disables the device in order to avoid repeated alarm activations in case of 

lack of voltage due to maintenance.

Statuses tab:

CHARGING 
TIME

AUTONOMY CHARGE CYCLE
(far better than 

normal  batteries)

Green and Red for 
an easy 

status detection

MAINTENANCE 
NOT NEEDED

BATTERIES NOT 
NEEDED
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Application example: power failure alarm and e-MAS fault alarm
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D5021D5021e-MAS10.CEOe-MAS10.CEO

L

N230Vac

+24Vdc

Quoting DIRECTIVE 2007/47/CE , att.1 P.2 - 12.3 - Devices where the safety of the patients depends 
on an external power supply must include an alarm system to signal any power failure .

Clamp 22 of  e-MAS corresponds to the cumulative output, working with “active safety logic” and supplies +24V in normal 
conditions (no alarm enabled and micro controller OK); similarly, in normal system tension condition, the D5021 keeps the 
electronic contact between clamps 6 and 7 closed. When an alarm occurs, or in case of micro controller fault, the e-MAS device 
interrupts the +24 supply to clamp 22 and in the same way the D5021 opens the contact between clamps 6 and 7.
By connecting the devices as shown in the pictures an “active safety logic alarm” is created which shows whether an alarm is 
enabled and the e-MAS fault beside the lack of voltage .
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